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Abstrakt
Realizace katalytických systémů založených na jednotlivých atomech umožní dosáhnout
limitních vlastností kvality a selektivity katalyzátorů při současném zvýšení jejich život-
nosti a snížení celkových nákladů. Klíčovou vlastností katalyzátorů je jejich schopnost
zachytit reaktanty a následně snížit energetickou náročnost chemické reakce. Tato práce
se zabývá prvně jmenovaným: interakcí plynů (H2O, CO, O2 a NO) s jednotlivými atomy
kovů (Rh, Ir, Cu) na povrchu magnetitu. Hlavní experimentální technikou je rastrovací
tunelová mikroskopie umožňující studium povrchů na atomární úrovni.
Abstract
Single atom catalysts are prospective class of materials, which holds promises to reach
the ultimate limit of improvement in catalyst performance, selectivity, lifetime and cost
reduction. The ability to eﬃciently capture the adsorbates at the active sites is the key
prerequisite for catalytic transformation to the products. In this respect, our experimental
study aims to describe the interaction of gas molecules (H2O, CO, O2 and NO) with
single metal atoms (Rh, Ir, Cu) on the magnetite surface employing scanning tunneling
microscopy.
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samouspořádaní, STM.
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1. Introduction
Catalysis pervades the global economy and is very important in production of many
goods that are crucial for the humanity such as fuels, chemicals, food, plastics and phar-
maceuticals [1–6]. Even minor improvements in the catalyst performance could cause
major cost savings in their industrial production. The development of more energy eﬃ-
cient and environmentally friendlier catalysts is a challenge for the scientiﬁc community
in these times of depleting natural resources and increased environmental concerns. This
work is dedicated to the emerging ﬁeld of single atom catalysis (SAC), which promises
reduced costs coupled to dramatic improvements in catalyst eﬃciency, selectivity and
lifetime [7, 8].
Nowadays, supported metal nanoparticles are the most widely used type of heteroge-
neous catalyst in industrial processes. Unfortunately, the best catalysts tend to be the
rare and expensive metals such as Pt and Rh. The size of metal particles is a key factor in
determining the performance of such catalysts. Only low-coordinated metal atoms usu-
ally function as the catalytically active sites, therefore enormous eﬀorts have been devoted
towards improving the performance of supported metal catalysts by downsizing the metal
particles, i.e., increasing the speciﬁc activity per metal atom. The downsizing of metal
particles can induce the complete change in their behaviour. Very nice example is gold
(Au), which is inert as bulk material, but becomes catalytically active when the size of
nanoparticles reaches 10 nm and less [9]. This enhanced activity is usually attributed to
the electronic eﬀects, but can also be caused by diﬀerent metal-support interaction.
However, the supported metal catalysts generally consist of an assembly of metal
particles with broad size distributions and irregular morphology, therefore each metal
particle can have multiple active sites with diﬀerent performances. Such heterogeneity
aﬀects the eﬃciency of catalytic performance leading to the reduced selectivity towards
a speciﬁc catalytic reaction. These problems solve single atom catalysts (SACs), which
are the ultimate small-size limit for metal nanoparticles. SACs consist of isolated metal
atoms singly dispersed on supports. All metal atoms are accessible to reactants and high
activity and selectivity can be achieved in this way.
Figure 1.1: Comparison of resolution achievable by (a) TEM with our (b) STM. Both
images show metal adatoms (a – Pt1 and b – Rh1) supported by iron oxide. TEM image
was taken from [7].
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It has been reported that SACs really do work [10–13]. But there is little atomic-scale
information available to better understand how these processes occur. Currently, High
Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) is the method used by chemists
for studying SACs. This technique barely reaches the resolution high enough to see both
metal atoms (Fig. 1.1) and more importantly adsorption sites or the coordination environ-
ment of catalytically active metal atoms. Therefore, in this work the Scanning Tunnelling
Microscopy (STM) was used to achieve suﬃcient atomic resolution. The chapter 2 of
presented master’s thesis is dedicated to this technique.
It is well known that supported metal atoms have a strong intrinsic tendency to
agglomerate into bigger clusters. This makes the preparation of SACs very challenging.
We studied two model catalysts prepared by two diﬀerent approaches, i.e., molecular self-
assembly of metal atoms and organic molecules on metal surfaces and the direct adsorption
of metal atoms on a support strongly binding these metal atoms, thus preventing them
from agglomeration into clusters. The preparation of systems studied in this master’s
thesis is described in the chapter 3.
For a catalyst, the ability to eﬃciently capture the adsorbates around the active site is
the key criterion for catalytic performance. The experimental study of interaction of single
metal atoms with gas molecules, e.g., CO, O2, H2O, NO, CO2, is the main aim of this
master’s thesis. The experimental results are presented and discussed in the experimental
part (chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7).
3
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2. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
In a 1959 speech entitled There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom [14], Richard Feynman
invited scientists to a new ﬁeld of research: to see individual atoms distinctly, and to
arrange the atoms the way we want. Feynman envisioned that, by achieving those goals,
one could synthesize any chemical substance that the chemist writes down, resolve many
central and fundamental problems in biology at the molecular level, and dramatically
increase the density of information storage. Some 20 years later, those goals began to
be achieved through the invention and application of the scanning tunneling microscope
(STM) [15–17] and the atomic force microscope (AFM) [18]. The inventors of STM, two
physicists at IBM Research Division, Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer, shared the 1986
Nobel Prize in physics [19, 20].
Being the ubiquitous apparatus for nanoscience, the range of phenomena studied by
STM is continuously growing. The measurement of surface topography, the investigation
of ground state properties of excitations, vibrational [21], magnetic [22–25] or optical [26]
properties, which allow chemical identiﬁcation of atoms, and even the measurement of
their magnetic anisotropy energy are today major topics studied with state-of-the-art
machines. Recently, magnetometry measurements allowed to extract quantitative values
for magnetic exchange interactions among adatoms separated by large distances [27, 28].
Also other applications and developments of STM aim towards the measurements of ad-
hesion and strength of individual chemical bonds, friction, studies of dielectric properties,
contact charging, molecular manipulation and many other phenomena from the microm-
eter down to subnanometer scale.
2.1. Instrumentation
Before discussing the basic theory explaining the measurements that can be done with
STM, a description of this tool is needed. The schematic picture of a scanning tunneling
microscope is shown in Fig. 2.1. A crucial ingredient in any STM is the probe tip that
is attached to a piezodrive, which consists of three mutually perpendicular piezoelectric
transducers (x, y, and z piezo). Upon applying a voltage, a piezoelectric transducers
contract or expand, which allows to move the tip over the surface. Upon applying a bias
voltage, V , between the tip (which is not touching the substrate) and sample, a weak
current I ﬂows via a tunneling mechanism through the vacuum when the tip is very close
to the sample.
The most straightforward way of operation of the scanning tunneling microscope is the
direct measurement of the variation of the tunneling current as a function of the scanning
position while keeping the distance between tip and sample surface constant. In this way,
a so-called constant height image is obtained. However, the usual procedure is to keep
the tunneling current constant while scanning over the surface. This is done by changing
the distance between the tip and surface using a feedback loop. Here, the voltage at the
piezoelectric crystal is adjusted to give the set tunneling current and the distance from
sample is recorded. One obtains then the so-called constant current STM image. The
STM can also be used for the tunneling spectroscopy measurements. It is usually done by
interrupting the feedback in order to keep the tip-sample distance constant for the I -V
spectroscopy data acquisition. This can be done at any desired surface position.
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The resolution of STM image is limited by the radius of curvature of the scanning
tip. Additionally, image artefacts can occur if the tip is doubled, i.e., the probe tip ends
with two points and both of them contribute to the tunneling current. Therefore, it has
been essential to develop processes for consistently obtaining sharp, usable tips. The tip
is often made of tungsten or platinum-iridium, though gold is also used. Tungsten tips
are usually made by electrochemical etching, and platinum-iridium tips by mechanical
shearing.
Due to the extreme sensitivity of tunneling current on the tip-sample distance, a proper
vibration insulation or an extremely rigid STM body is imperative for obtaining usable
results. In the ﬁrst STM by Binnig and Rohrer, magnetic levitation was used to keep the
STM free from vibrations; now mechanical or gas spring systems are often used.
Maintaining the tip position with respect to the sample, scanning the sample and
acquiring the data is computer controlled. The computer may also be used for enhancing
the image with the help of image processing.
Figure 2.1: Schematic description of scanning tunneling microscope. The picture was
adapted from [29].
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2.2. The concept of tunneling
Here, we describe brieﬂy elementary theories of tunneling through a one-dimensional
potential barrier, which will help us to grasp the basic concepts used in STM. In quantum
mechanics, the state of electron in a potential U (z) (see Fig. 2.2), is described by a wave
function ψ(z), which satisﬁes the Schrödinger equation,
− h¯
2
2m
d2
dz2
ψ (z) + U (z)ψ (z) = Eψ (z) . (2.1)
In this elementary model, the STM is simpliﬁed to a one-dimensional potential barrier
where the vacuum is modelled by the potential barrier U0, while its left and right sides
represent the sample, S, and the tip, T, respectively. For E < U0, the general solution of
Eq. 2.1 for potential barrier U (z) shown in Fig. 2.2 is:
ψS = Ae
ikz +Be−ikz, (2.2)
ψBarrier = Ce
−κz +Deκz, (2.3)
ψT = Fe
ikz +Ge−ikz, (2.4)
where
k =
√
2mE
h¯
> 0 and κ =
√
2m (U0 − E)
h¯
> 0. (2.5)
Figure 2.2: Simple one-dimensional potential barrier, which explains the physics of tun-
neling. When the two electrodes are far apart, the wave functions of both electrodes T
(tip) and S (sample) decay into the vacuum while the tunneling can take place if the
electrodes are closer.
For the electron moving from left (in +z-direction) and amplitude of incident wave
A = 1, there can be only the wave propagating in +z-direction in the tip electrode T,
hence the coeﬃcient G = 0 in Eq. 2.4.
The coeﬃcients B, C, D and F are obtained by matching of the wave functions and
their derivatives dψ/dz at the two interfaces, sample-barrier and barrier-tip. Incident ψi
and transmitted waves ψt are given by
ψi = e
ikz and ψt = Fe
ikz, respectively. (2.6)
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The current density is deﬁned as
J = −i h¯
2m
(
ψ∗ (z)
dψ (z)
dz
− ψ (z) dψ
∗ (z)
dz
)
. (2.7)
Using Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 we can calculate the incident and transmitted current density (Ji
and Jt respectively):
Ji =
h¯k
m
and Jt =
h¯k
m
|F |2 . (2.8)
The incident and transmitted current density deﬁne the barrier transmission coeﬃcient
T which is given by the ratio between the transmitted current density and the incident
current density:
T =
Jt
Ji
= |F |2 = 1
1 + (k
2+κ2)2
4k2κ2
· sinh2 (κs)
, (2.9)
which simpliﬁes in the limit of a strongly attenuating barrier (large decay constant κ)
T ∼ 16κ
2k2
(k2 + κ2)2
· e−2κs, (2.10)
where s deﬁnes the tip–sample distance (see Fig. 2.2).
From this simple one dimensional model one can derive the principle used by Binnig
and Rohrer when they invented the STM. Their argument to explain the ability of STM to
achieve small lateral resolutions and by that to probe the electronic structures of various
materials at an atomic scale (∼ 2 A˚) is: because of the tunneling through vacuum, the
lateral resolution much smaller than the radius of the tip-end, R, is possible if the distance
between the tip-end and the sample surface, ∆z, is much smaller than the tip radius [30].
Near the tip-end, the current lines are almost perpendicular to the sample surface (see
Fig. 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Estimation of the lateral resolution in STM. Out of a spherical tip model with
radius R very close to the surface, the lateral resolution of STM can be evaluated. The
tunneling current is concentrated at the vicinity of the closest point to the substrate.
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If we take a point on the tip shifted by ∆x from the tip-end, the distance of this point
from the sample surface, z, is by
∆z ∼ ∆x
2
2R
(2.11)
bigger than the distance of the tip-end to the sample surface. Assuming that at each
point the tunneling current density follows the formula for the one-dimensional case, Eq.
2.10, the lateral current distribution is
I (∆x) ∼ e−2κ∆x
2
2R . (2.12)
Typically, κ ∼ 1A˚−1. For R = 10 A˚, at ∆x ∼ 4.5 A˚, the current drops by a factor of
∼ e−2, that is about one order of magnitude. The diameter of such a current column is
the resolution limit, which is about 9 A˚. Nowadays, achievements of STM largely exceed
this expectation. We need more realistic model of the tip to theoretically describe the
resolution in recent STM studies.
2.3. Theory of STM1
In the previous section the basic principles of tunneling of electrons through the ﬁnite
potential barrier were explained. Unfortunately, the real theory behind the STM is very
complicated. Therefore, several approximations have to be used to obtain equations for
the tunneling current which permit practical computations and help us to interpret the
STM images.
The tunneling current is given to the ﬁrst order in Bardeen’s formalism by
I =
2pie
h¯
∑
µ,ν
f (Eµ) [1− f (Eν + eV )] |Mµν |2 δ (Eµ − Eν) , (2.13)
where f (E) is the Fermi-Dirac function, V is the applied voltage, Mµν is the tunneling
matrix element between states ψµ of the probe and ψν of the surface, and Eµ is the
energy of state ψµ in the absence of tunneling. Note that while Eq. 2.13 resembles
ordinary ﬁrst-order perturbation theory, it is formally diﬀerent in that ψµ and ψν are
nonorthogonal eigenstates of diﬀerent Hamiltonians. Since the experiments are performed
at room temperature or below and at small voltages (for metal-metal tunneling), we take
the limits of small voltage and temperature,
I =
2pi
h¯
e2V
∑
µ,ν
|Mµν |2 δ (Eν − EF ) δ (Eµ − EF ) . (2.14)
In handling of Eq. 2.14 in general, the essential problem is to calculate Mµν . In [33] it
has been shown that
Mµν =
h¯2
2m
∫
dS ·
(
ψ∗µ▽ ψν − ψν ▽ ψ∗µ
)
, (2.15)
where the integration is performed over all surfaces lying entirely within the vacuum
(barrier) region separating the two sides. The quantity in parentheses is simply the
current operator.
1The articles [31,32] were used as a source for this section.
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Now, we consider the limit where the tip is replaced with a point probe. The tip
is represented by a mathematical point source of current at point rt, i.e., no electronic
structure of the tip is taken into account. We can make this approximation because it can
be shown that during tunneling, the closest atom to the surface is the main one involved in
the tunneling process. Moreover, this approximation represents the ideal measurement of
the surface with the maximum possible resolution. If the tip wave functions are arbitrarily
localized, the matrix element is simply proportional to the amplitude of ψν at the position
r0 of the probe, and Eq. 2.14 reduces to
I ∝∑
ν
|ψν (r0)|2 δ (Eν − EF ) . (2.16)
The quantity on the right side of Eq. 2.16 is simply the surface local density of states
(LDOS) at EF . Thus the tunneling current is proportional to the surface LDOS at the
position of the point probe, and the STM image represents a contour map of constant
surface LDOS (in constant current operation mode).
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3. Preparation of single atom
catalysts
A huge problem for SACs is the intrinsic tendency of metal atoms to agglomerate
into bigger clusters. The prevention from sintering (agglomeration into clusters) can be
achieved by several diﬀerent approaches. Two methods of preparation of SACs were used
in this thesis. The ﬁrst part of this chapter is dedicated to the approach, which utilizes a
support that strongly binds metal atoms in particular adsorption sites. The Fe3O4(001)
(magnetite) single crystal is appropriate support for this application. The second part
of this chapter deals with the application of molecular self-assembly of metal atoms and
organic molecules on metal surfaces for preparation of SACs. In contrast to the ﬁrst
method, this one is more time-consuming, but advances in chemistry synthesis allow to
tailor the atomic structure of organic molecules providing a very wide range of ﬂexibility
in electronic structure, thus it has a huge potential for the design of single atom catalysts.
3.1. Magnetite(001) surface
Magnetite (Fe3O4) is a naturally abundant oxide material in the environment and its
surfaces play an important role in environmental redox reactions, corrosion processes and
geochemistry. Its magnetic properties were discovered in approximately 1500 BC, which
makes it the earliest known magnet.
Moreover, Fe3O4 is utilized in many industrial applications where surface properties
are critical including catalysis [34, 35] and groundwater remediation [36]. The fact that
Fe3O4 is a room temperature half-metal [37] has led to attempts to incorporate it as a
ferromagnetic electrode in spintronic devices, but the performance of device prototypes
has been disappointing [38–40] due to the ill-deﬁned nature of the Fe3O4/semiconductor
interface [41,42].
Figure 3.1: The inverse spinel Fe3O4 bulk unit cell containing O (red), tetrahedral Fetet
atoms (cyan) and octahedral Feoct atoms (yellow).The picture was adapted from [43].
The bulk Fe3O4 has the inverse-spinel structure with Fe3+ cations in tetrahedral sites
and a 1:1 mixture of Fe2+ and Fe3+ in octahedral sites (see Fig. 3.1). The (001) surface of
magnetite has the (
√
2 × √2)R45➦ surface reconstruction. This symmetry was observed
in low energy electron diﬀraction (LEED) [44, 45]. The rows of surface Feoct (and O)
atoms aligned in [110] direction are characteristic for this surface reconstruction. Density
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functional theory/based calculations (DFT+U) ﬁnd pairs of surface Feoct atoms relaxed
in opposite directions perpendicular to the row (see Fig. 3.2). This is consistent with the
undulating rows of Feoct observed in STM images [46,47].
Figure 3.2: (a) Perspective and (b) top views on the minimum-energy structure of the
new model of (
√
2 × √2)R45➦ reconstruction of the Fe3O4(001) determined by DFT+U
calculations. The possible adsorption site is marked by a yellow cross in the ﬁgure (b).
The ﬁgures were taken from [48].
The (
√
2 ×√2)R45➦ surface reconstruction of Fe3O4(001) is based on subsurface cation
vacancies, where two Feoct atoms from the third layer are replaced by an interstitial
Feint atom with tetrahedral coordination in the second layer [48]. Thus we have single
adsorption site in the surface unit cell (see Fig. 3.2(b), yellow cross). The existence of
one adsorption site per unit cell was also conﬁrmed by our experimental studies.
This model was published in 2014, but the scientists studied this surface for decades.
The DFT calculations for the former model (without cation vacancies) showed the exis-
tence of two equivalent adsorption sites per unit cell (see 3.3). Moreover, the undulation
of surface Feoct rows was smaller than the undulation observed in the STM images.
Figure 3.3: (a) Perspective and (b) top views on the minimum-energy structure of the
former model of (
√
2 × √2)R45➦ reconstruction of the Fe3O4(001) determined by DFT+U
calculations. The possible adsorption sites are marked by green crosses in the ﬁgure (b).
The ﬁgure (a) was taken from [48].
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The existence of a single adsorption site per unit cell turns the Fe3O4(001) surface
into the perfect template for adsorption of single metal atoms with extraordinary thermal
stability (in some cases up to 400 ➦C) suitable for the study of catalytic reactions [49–52].
The mutual distance between adsorbed metal atoms is ∼0.84 nm. We will refer to this
adsorption site as narrow site, because it appears in STM images for commonly used
bias voltages narrower than the another one, despite the fact, it is actually geometrically
wider. This phenomenon is caused by the distortion of electronic orbitals, resulting in
a density of states that is asymmetric about the atom core position. This distortion is
diminished at higher bias voltages. The higher bias gives a more realistic indication of
the atomic core positions. The blocked adsorption site will be referred to as a wide site.
The example of metal atoms (Au) deposited on Fe3O4(001) surface is shown in Fig. 3.4.
Metal adatoms bind to surface O atoms at positions without the second-layer Fetet atoms.
Figure 3.4: Au adatoms bind to surface O atoms at positions without second-layer Fetet
atoms. This results in a nearest-neighbour Au distance of 8.4 A˚. The ﬁgure was taken
from [49].
3.2. Experimental details of M1/Fe3O4(001) model ca-
talyst preparation
The general approach in M1/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst1 preparation is very straightfor-
ward. The preparation consists of only two steps, i.e., cleaning of the surface and the
chosen metal deposition.
The experiments were performed using a natural single crystal Fe3O4(001). Its dimen-
sions were 1×1 cm2. As the ﬁrst step, the crystal was cleaned in a preparation chamber
with base pressure lower than 10−10mbar by cycles consisting of sputtering with Ar+
ions (pAr = 8×10−6mbar, high voltage = 1 kV, sputtering current = 2 ➭A , t = 10min)
followed by annealing with electron beam heating (T = 873K, t = 30min).
The crystal was cleaned overnight. This process was programmed and during the whole
night the argon pressure in a chamber was kept at constant value pAr = 8×10−6mbar
using thermovalve. To clean the crystal we usually used 9 – 11 cycles, which was always
1The M stands for metal. In this work we studied three metals: Rh, Ir and Cu.
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enough to get well deﬁned clean surface. The last annealing cycle (usually done in the
morning) was always carried out in oxygen atmosphere (pO2 = 5×10−7Torr – measured
with quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS), t = 20min), because after many sputtering-
annealing cycles the surface is reduced and we get the iron terminated surface [43]. To
recover the (
√
2 × √2)R45➦ reconstruction back we had to do the last annealing cycle in
this way. The surface was always checked with STM after cleaning.
Metal atoms were deposited on a freshly cleaned surface at room temperature using an
Omicron triple pocket electron beam evaporator. The evaporator was cooled with liquid
N2 to keep the pressure in the chamber in 10−10mbar region. A water cooled quartz crys-
tal microbalance (QCM) was used for the calibration of the deposition rate. The usual
deposition rate was ∼0.6ML per min. 1ML was deﬁned as one adatom per Fe3O4(001)-
(
√
2 × √2)R45➦ reconstruction unit cell (1.42×1018 atoms/m2). Immediately after depo-
sition the crystal was transferred to adjacent chamber with base pressure 7×10−11mbar.
This chamber is equipped with XPS, AES, LEIS, LEED and the major technique used
in this work – STM (customized Omicron ➭STM). The STM was operated in constant
current mode at room temperature. All images presented in this work were acquired at
room temperature. In all cases when heating is mentioned, the sample was cooled after-
wards and then we started with STM measurements. The deposited metal coverage was
determined by counting the number of adatoms per surface area in STM images.
3.3. Self-assembly of organic molecules at metal sur-
faces
Self-assembly is the autonomous organization of components into patterns or structures
without human intervention. Self-assembly phenomena are processes common in a wide
range of systems, featuring diﬀerent interactions and diﬀerent scales, from molecular to
planetary [53]. Within this thesis the description of self-assembly of molecular systems
on metallic surfaces under ultra-high vacuum conditions will be discussed.
Molecular self-assembly has been recognised as a promising route to build complex
structures from molecular building blocks with atomic precision. Especially at solid
surfaces, extended, two-dimensional molecular layers are already widely used, provid-
ing well-controlled properties such as corrosion resistance, surface superhydrophobicity,
or antifouling coatings [54–56].
However, molecular self-assembly bears the potential for engineering much more ad-
vanced structures with high degree of complexity. Recently it has been demonstrated that
molecular self-assembly can be employed to fabricate surface structures ranging from clus-
ters [57], unidirectional rows [57–59] to porous networks with well-deﬁned pore size and
periodicity [60, 61] or arrays of metal atoms [62]. This exceptional ﬂexibility opens up
another emerging ﬁeld of application, namely molecular electronics that is believed to be
the successor of today’s electronics based on silicon technology.
The key criterion for molecular self-assembly is the existence of predeﬁned building
blocks that interact weakly in order to provide the possibility for both bond formation and
bond breaking until the stable equilibrium structure is formed. In many cases, the system
may not be able to reach the equilibrium state but might be trapped in a kinetically
limited state. This in most cases leads to the unorganized system, but sometimes we can
get the self-organized system [63]. The diﬀerence between molecular self-assembly and
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self-organisation is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The ratio between molecular ﬂux and surface
diﬀusivity needs to be considered to distinguish between molecular self-assembly and self-
organisation. If the ﬂux is high and surface diﬀusivity low, the molecules are not able to
reach their equilibrium structure, but rather get trapped in a diﬀusion limited state. On
the other hand, if the ﬂux of molecules is low and the diﬀusivity is high, the molecules
are able to move freely on the surface, resulting in the growth of the thermodynamically
favoured, equilibrium structure.
Figure 3.5: Schematic illustrating the diﬀerence between self-organisation and self-
assembly (adapted from [63]).
The structure formation is governed by the delicate interplay between intermolecular
and molecule-substrate interactions. The diﬀusivity of the molecules on the surface can
be controlled by a variation of substrate temperature. Upon increasing the substrate
temperature, thermal energy is transferred to the molecules, thereby the molecules with
suﬃcient thermal energy Etherm to overcome the diﬀusion barrier Ed on the surface (see
Fig. 3.6). This is one prerequisite for the formation of the thermodynamic equilibrium
structure. On the other hand, the thermal energy of the molecules Etherm must not exceed
the binding energy Eb of the molecules on the surface, otherwise the molecules would
desorb from the surface. Finally, we need to consider the intermolecular interaction energy
Einter. This interaction is crucial for the formation of ordered structures as it comprises the
information on how to assemble the predeﬁned building blocks. As mentioned above, the
intermolecular interaction should be ”weak”, meaning that the molecular entities must
possess suﬃcient energy to probe the corrugation of the energy landscape in order to
identify the equilibrium structure in the global minimum. If the intermolecular interaction
is ”strong” the molecules stick together irreversibly once they have met, preventing the
formation of an ordered equilibrium structure. On the other hand, the interaction between
the molecules must be strong enough to allow the formation of a stable structure. The
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second condition can be achieved when the intermolecular interaction energy Einter is of
the same order as the thermal energy of the molecules Etherm, being only slightly larger
than Etherm. The energy conditions to be fulﬁlled for molecular self-assembly can therefore
be summarized as Eb>Einter≥Etherm>Ed [64].
Figure 3.6: For molecular self-assembly to occur, the energies involved (Eb binding energy
of the molecules to the surface, Ed diﬀusion barrier of the molecules on the surface, Einter
intermolecular interaction energy, Etherm thermal energy of the molecules) must obey the
energy condition Eb>Einter≥Etherm>Ed (adapted from [64]).
An additional aspect needs to be considered when the molecules can both physisorb
and chemisorb on the surface. Usually diﬀusion barriers become very large when molecules
chemisorb onto the surface as chemisorption is stronger than physisorption. Therefore, an
ordered structure of chemisorbed molecules on a substrate surface is usually not governed
by intermolecular interactions but solely by the strong chemisorption energy. This is why
molecules covalently bound to the substrate are usually not considered as molecular self-
assembled structure, but rather as a ”classical” superstructure (typical examples are atoms
or small molecules like oxygen or carbon monoxide on various metal surfaces forming
regular superstructures) [64]. However, molecular self-assembly of species chemisorbed
to the substrate is possible in special cases, for example when the chemisorbed molecule
together with the bound substrate atom forms a new entity, which then can diﬀuse and
act as a new building block [65].
Besides the energetics discussed above, also the molecular building blocks can be
tailored for creating well-deﬁned molecular structures. Organic molecules as building
blocks provide a wide range of variety regarding both strength of interaction as well as
directionality. Moreover, they can be synthesised with great ﬂexibility and control.
Among the versatile synthesis strategies, one of the most promising paths is provided
by coordination chemistry, exploiting the interaction of organic molecules (also called
ligands) with metal centers. Metal-ligand bonding oﬀers a set of directional bonds of
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intermediate strength that is exploited to realize distinct geometric shapes. Moreover,
coordination chemistry has gathered a vast database of metal-ligand pairs with a huge
variety of speciﬁc binding modes giving the possibility to program selectivity and direc-
tionality directly into the binding motifs (see Fig. 3.7), allowing for the self-assembly of
supramolecular architectures, e.g., polygonal clusters, polyhedra, cages and grids [66–69].
Therefore, the use of transition metal centers, or in general secondary building blocks,
and coordination chemistry for directing the formation of complex structures has evolved
into one of the most widely used strategies for organizing molecular building blocks into
supramolecular frameworks [70].
Figure 3.7: Library of coordination motifs explored in surface-conﬁned metal-ligand sys-
tems. Organic molecules with aromatic backbones enforce a ﬂat adsorption conﬁguration,
i.e., with the ligands’ pi-systems parallel to the surface plane. The functional endgroups
include carboxylate, pyridine, hydroxyl, and carbonitrile. The motif used in this study is
marked by a red rectangle (adapted from [70]).
The deﬁnition of coordination systems is not trivial and encounters diﬃculties. In
general a given coordination system consists of a coordinating atom (coordination center)
ligated to other atoms or groups of atoms (ligands) by coordination bonds. In partic-
ular, for transition metal compounds the spatial distribution of the d orbitals realizes
the delocalization of the one-electron bonding orbitals [71]. The actual orbital overlap
between the central atom and the ligands is rather low compared to covalent bonds, of
the order of 10%, but the delocalization of the electrons involving partially unoccupied
(anti-) bonding ligand orbitals via charge donation and backdonation eﬀectively reduces
the Coulomb repulsion energy between the electrons and results in appreciable binding.
Thus, the formation of a given supramolecular shape is driven by the inherent symmetry
of the coordination sites available on the metal center, which depends on the d orbital
occupation. Therefore, careful consideration must be given to the preferred coordination
environment of the metal to be used and the binging mode of the linkers. Given such a
coordination environment around the metal centers, the symmetric and rigid extension of
the ligand system from mono- to multiplicity will automatically lead to a grid-like 1D, 2D,
or 3D coordination network with regularly arrayed metal ions. The supramolecular shape
is encoded in both the metal ions and in the organic ligands and the interpretation of this
information during the self-assembly process leads to a mutually acceptable structure.
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The principles of using metals with predetermined coordination numbers and angles
as building block and functional units is not only an appealing method from the point of
view of synthetic chemistry. Transition metal ions incorporated in such structures do not
merely act as stabilizing agent of the structures but remain accessible for the construction
of more complex structures, including open networks that can host appropriate guest
species. Furthermore, they possess multiple electronic/spin states and a related variety
of redox, photochemical, and magnetic properties. The aim of this thesis is to use these
properties for the study of single atom catalysis, in particular, the interaction of metal
centers with gas molecules.
3.4. System of study and introduction to experiment
Our study is based on self-assembled molecular systems at surfaces focused on adaptive
metal-ligand coordination networks and their functionalization with catalytically active
metal atoms. The aim of this experimental study is to synthesize a stable surface-conﬁned
structure consisting of single transition metal ions accessible for catalytic reactions. To
achieve this goal an organic molecule – terephthalic acid (further called TPA) is used as a
ligand in supramolecular network. The molecular structure of TPA molecule is depicted
in Fig. 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Molecular structure with highlighted functional parts of the organic molecule
used in our studies.
Terephthalic acid is a commodity chemical. This white solid is used principally as a
precursor to the polyester (PET) production. The molecules of TPA consists of two basic
functional groups, or moieties :
(1) Phenyl ring ensures a ﬂat orientation of the molecule on the metal surface. The
bonding of aromatic systems with metallic substrates is mediated by their pi electrons
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which hybridize with metallic states of the substrate; this includes electronic donation to
the substrate [72].
(2) The carboxylic end-groups are utilized for the construction of supramolecular
network. To make the network more robust, metal-ligand coordination is employed. Com-
pared with covalent bonds, the coordination ones are of a lower strength, making them
ideal for self-assembled systems – they are strong enough to render the network stable
and, simultaneously, weak enough to allow the error correction (the ability of elimination
of transiently formed defective structures, i.e., to break the bonds that do not present
an ideal structure with lowest energy). We have used iron as coordinating atoms since it
forms a stable iron dimer coordination motif with carboxylate ligand.
The preparation of our metal-organic structures is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.9.
The whole process starts with the cleaning of the sample by cycles of ion sputtering and
annealing, followed by the deposition of organic molecules (TPA) and metal atoms (Fe)
onto the sample at room temperature. The ﬁnal step is annealing of the sample to promote
self-assembly of the desired structure. Despite the fact, that self-assembly is autonomous
process resulting in equilibrium structures, it is crucial to not bring additional kinetic
barriers during the preparation. The deposition of metal before the organic component
is a good example. The reason is that metal atoms have intrinsic tendency to form
clusters immediately after the deposition on bare surface. Since these atoms are strongly
bound there, signiﬁcantly higher temperatures are required for their release. The organic
molecules are usually decomposed at these temperatures which makes the self-assembly
process impossible. If we used lower temperatures the whole self-assembly rate would be
limited by slow detachment kinetics from the metal clusters.
Figure 3.9: The schematic depiction of the preparation of metal-organic networks.
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4. Rh/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst
This chapter is dedicated to the Rh/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst. Firstly, we show that
Fe3O4(001) surface can accommodate Rh single atoms coexisting with Rh dimers. The
presence of Rh species on the surface was conﬁrmed by XPS. The measured Rh 3d peak is
shown in Fig. 4.1. The Rh 3d5/2 peak is shifted to a higher binding energy compared to the
position associated with metallic rhodium (307.2 eV – red vertical line in XPS spectrum)
by ∼0.5 eV, which suggests that deposited material does not form islands. To get atomic
level insight, we studied the appearance of rhodium species by STM. Afterwards, we
proceeded with the study of their real-time behaviour using STM movies. It is known
that metal atoms deposited on Fe3O4(001) diﬀuse into the subsurface layers or into the
bulk upon heating. The threshold temperature for this process varies with the type of
metal atoms. For example, for gold atoms it is 450 ➦C [49]. Our experiments showed that
Rh/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst is not as thermally stable as Au1/Fe3O4(001). Very low
amount Rh atoms is embedded into the subsurface even at room temperature, where they
are incorporated in two diﬀerent conﬁgurations. The rest of this chapter deals with the
experimental study of the interaction of the Rh/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst with gases,
e.g., H2O, CO, O2 and NO. We found out that water dissociates after the adsorption on
the surface. O2 and NO adsorption induces sintering of Rh1 adatoms into clusters, and
in case of CO, only adsorption on Rh dimers was observed.
Figure 4.1: The Rh 3d peak of Rh1/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst.
4.1. Adsorption and incorporation
The STM image and structural model of the bare Fe3O4(001) adsorption template are
shown in Fig. 4.2(a). The bright protrusions in the STM image represent the octahe-
drally coordinated iron atoms Feoct. They are usually seen in STM images just as bright
undulating rows which run in the <110> direction over the surface. Surface oxygen
atoms (Os) are not imaged because they have zero density of states in the vicinity of the
Fermi energy [73]. The ability of (001) surface to successfully support and stabilize metal
adatoms is linked to the (
√
2 × √2)R45➦ surface reconstruction. The reconstructed (001)
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surface can accommodate metal adatoms only in sites where a tetrahedrally coordinated
iron atom Fetet is missing in the subsurface layer, i.e., narrow sites (green cross in Fig.
4.2(a)). Therefore, the reconstructed Fe3O4(001) surface can only accommodate 1 metal
adatom per surface unit cell, which is consistent with previous results in case of other
metals, e.g., Au, Ag, Pt, Pd [49–52]. In this study the same behaviour was observed
for Rh adatoms, but the STM measurements revealed the presence of two types of Rh
adatoms on the surface. Both are adsorbed in narrow sites, but their apparent shape
and height are diﬀerent. The apparent height of the majority of adatoms (called regular
adatoms Rhreg1 – Fig. 4.2(b)) varies with the bias voltage from ∼100 pm at +2.5V to
∼185 pm at +1.1V. Most of the STM images presented in this study were acquired at
+1.6V. The apparent height at these conditions is ∼150 pm, while the apparent height of
the small fraction of Rh adatoms (called low adatoms Rhlow1 – the adatoms in red circles
in Fig. 4.3(a)) is only ∼125 pm at +1.6V bias voltage. The ratio of coverage of Rhlow1 to
coverage of Rhreg1 adatoms varies a lot depending on the base pressure condition from 0.17
up to 0.4. However, these lower Rhlow1 adatoms become regular ones after scanning the
area at high bias voltage (+3V). This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 4.3(b). In general,
both types of Rh adatoms are stable and immobile at room temperature.
Figure 4.2: STM images and corresponding structural models of: (a) the bare Fe3O4(001)
and (b) rhodium adatom adsorbed on Fe3O4(001) surface. In structural models the Feoct
atoms are coloured in dark blue, Fetet in light blue, O atoms in red and Rh in green.
In contrast to what has been observed for the other metals, Rh adsorbs on mag-
netite(001) surface not only in adatom phase, but also as Rhosc2 dimers. They can be
easily distinguished from adatoms due to their oval shape. Their apparent height is sim-
ilar to the height of adatoms, i.e., ∼160 pm at bias voltage +1.6V. Rhosc2 dimers are also
situated in narrow sites, but they undergo oscillation around narrow site in the row di-
rection. Basically, one atom of a Rhosc2 dimer is always situated in a narrow site. The
another one is closer to the wide site in the <110> direction or the opposite one.
In Fig. 4.4 two consecutive images from the STM movie show the oscillation of a Rhosc2
dimer. The nodes of the grid mark the positions of narrow sites. The dimer is marked by
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Figure 4.3: Two images selected from an STM movie acquired over the same sample area.
(a) Lower Rhlow1 adatoms are marked by red circles. (b) After scanning this whole area at
+3V the atoms in red circles have the usual apparent height of regular Rhreg1 adatoms.
a red circle. DFT calculations are needed to unravel the mechanism of this oscillation.
Unfortunately, none were done, therefore we can only propose two possible ways how this
oscillation might work. Firstly, the Rh atom closer to the wide site moves around or above
the atom situated ﬁrmly in a narrow site. The second possibility is that this atom moves
into the narrow site and the other one moves out of it.
Figure 4.4: Two consecutive STM images from a movie showing two conﬁgurations of a
Rhosc2 dimer (red circle). The nodes of the grid mark the narrow sites. Yellow circle is
just the middle of the grid placed in a narrow site.
The proﬁle of a dimer (see Fig. 4.5) is not symmetrical. The part of a dimer situated
in a narrow site is slightly lower than the another one and the part closer to the wide
site is steeper. The proﬁle has this shape regardless the bias voltage, row orientation and
experimental day. We tried to break the dimer by scanning at high bias voltage. We were
able to break two dimers. One dimer split into two adatoms after scanning the whole
image at the bias voltage +3 V (Fig. 4.6). The second dimer split only into 1 adatom.
The another atom was probably attached to the tip. We were unable to reproduce the
dimer splitting, so it might have been a spontaneous process.
Moreover, there are present some defects of the surface reconstruction. Most common
are surface hydroxyl (OsH) groups (see Fig. 4.3 – cyan rectangles), formed through the
reaction of water and oxygen vacancies during the sample preparation [74]. They modify
the density of states of the neighbouring Feoct atoms, making them appear brighter in
STM images [47].
As mentioned in section 3.2 the water cooled QCM was used for calibration of the
deposition rate. After depositing 0.2ML Rh on magnetite(001) we got a real cover-
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Figure 4.5: Proﬁle of a Rhosc2 dimer scanned at +1.6V. Red vertical line marks the position
of a narrow site. This proﬁle is measured along the row direction exactly between the
Feoct rows.
Figure 4.6: Consecutive STM images from a movie measured in UHV showing a dimer
splitting into two adatoms after scanning at +3V.
age (calculated from STM images) for adatoms approximately 0.13ML and for dimers
0.0069ML. In case of 0.5ML, we got the real coverage 0.31ML for adatoms and 0.0186
ML for dimers. This diﬀerence between the calibrated coverage and real one is quite
signiﬁcant. We have only 60 – 70% of the calibrated coverage.
There are two possible reasons why the real coverage does not correspond with the
calibrated one. Firstly, it is possible that QCM measurement is wrong. This was rejected,
because in case of other metals (Ir, Cu) we got approximately the same real coverage as the
calibrated one. The second possibility is that Rh atoms go into the subsurface or bulk even
at room temperature. Therefore, we heated the sample to ﬁnd the appearance of Rh atoms
embedded into the subsurface in STM images and afterwards tried to ﬁnd whether these
structures are present on the surface even without heating. The result of this experiment
is shown in Fig. 4.7. The coverage of adatoms decreased from 0.14ML to 0.016ML and
dimers disappeared completely after heating the sample to 250 ➦C. On the other hand,
many bright features looking similar to surface hydroxyl groups appeared. Fortunately,
OsH groups exhibit a characteristic hopping between two surface oxygen atoms [74], thus
we could easily distinguished them from these new features that appeared after heating.
After further heating to 320 ➦C (Fig. 4.7(b)) no change was observed.
To completely understand the incorporation of rhodium, we need to get back to the
structural model of (
√
2 × √2)R45➦ surface reconstruction (Fig. 4.8). There are 3 possible
candidate sites for incorporation of rhodium atoms into the surface: the surface octahedral
site Feoct(S) (so called Rhoct(S) conﬁguration), a tetrahedral site in the ﬁrst subsurface
layer Fetet(S-1) (Rhtet(S-1) conﬁguration) and an octahedral site in the second subsurface
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Figure 4.7: STM images of 0.2ML Rh on magnetite (001) heated to: (a) 250 ➦C and (b)
320 ➦C. OH groups are marked by a cyan square.
layer Feoct(S-2) (Rhoct(S-2) conﬁguration). In the ﬁrst two conﬁgurations two Fe vacancies
in the S-2 layer are ﬁlled by Feint atom and one Feoct(S) atom. In the last conﬁguration
they are ﬁlled by Feint atom and one Rh atom. This occupation of the cation sites
corresponds to a bulk-terminated Fe3O4(001) surface with one Fe substituted by Rh.
Unfortunately, no DFT calculations were done for this system yet, so we can only estimate
from the results for Ti incorporation in Fe3O4(001) [75].
Figure 4.8: DFT+U-optimized structural model of the (
√
2 × √2)R45➦–Fe3O4(001) sur-
face. The black triangle indicates the region where the subsurface diﬀers from the regular
spinel structure. Two octahedral Fe atoms are missing from the subsurface Feoct–O layer
(S-2) beneath Feint(dashed blue circles).
DFT calculations showed that the Titet(S-1) geometry is unfavourable conﬁguration.
Tioct(S) and Tioct(S-2) geometries are approximately equivalent, but the Tioct(S-2) is
slightly more favourable. Measured STM images as well as calculated ones of these two
conﬁgurations correspond with the measured STM images of Rh after heating, there-
fore we can assume that rhodium incorporates in the same conﬁgurations as Ti. The
STM images with the most probable structural models of Rh atoms incorporated in the
magnetite(001) surface are shown in the Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: STM images with the most probable structural models of Rh atoms incor-
porated in the magnetite(001) surface: (a) Rhoct(S) conﬁguration and (a) Rhoct(S-2)
conﬁguration.
Rhoct(S) conﬁguration (see Fig. 4.9(a)) looks in STM like one bright spot in a Feoct
row. Basically, the Rh atom goes into the outermost surface layer instead of one Feoct(S)
atom, which ﬁlls the cation vacancy VFe directly below (vacancy VFe is shown in Fig.
4.8). The other cation vacancy is ﬁlled by Feint atom. These features are situated in STM
images only in wide sites above the cation vacancies VFe and that is in an agreement with
our hypothetical structural model. The Rhoct(S-2) conﬁguration (see Fig. 4.9(b)) looks
like two OsH groups next to each other situated in a wide site. In this case, the subsurface
cation vacancies are ﬁlled by one Rh atom and one Feint atom. In both conﬁgurations,
the ﬁlling of subsurface cation vacancy with Rh or Feoct atom induces Feint to occupy
the other vacancy. From the diﬀerence in the coverage of Rhoct(S-2) and Rhoct(S) species
(0.05ML and 0.016ML, respectively) we can say that Rhoct(S-2) conﬁguration is more
favourable. Now, we should return to the original task and that is to ﬁnd out if these
species are present on the surface even without heating. We found out that Rhoct(S-2)
species really are there, but their coverage is very low (only 0.002ML). This amount does
not balance the diﬀerence between the calibrated and real coverage of Rh atoms, therefore
we conclude that the missing atoms diﬀused into the bulk.
4.2. Water dissociation
The studied system is highly active in water adsorption. The initial (a) and the ﬁnal (b)
states after the exposure of Rh1/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst to 1 L of water are shown in
Fig. 4.10. There are two trends we observed upon water dosing. First, the coverage of
surface hydroxyls OsH has increased from 0.075ML up to 0.164ML. Second, the coverage
of Rhlow1 adatoms has also been increased from 0.0153ML to 0.038ML, while the coverage
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of Rhreg1 decreased from 0.069ML to 0.056ML. The change in the amount of surface
hydroxyl groups is associated with the dissociative adsorption of water [74]. The water
molecule is split into into a hydroxyl group OwH (the subscript ”w” informs about the
origin of the hydroxyl group, i.e., water molecule) and hydrogen atom H upon adsorption.
The hydrogen atom is highly reactive and binds to the surface oxygen, i.e., the OsH
is formed. The OwH can either form the H2O molecule with another OwH and desorb
afterwards, or more probably bind to the Rh1 adatom. The adsorption of the hydroxyl
group from the water molecule (OwH) on Rh1 adatom changes the adatom’s electronic
state, therefore its apparent morphology observed in STM is diﬀerent. This is observed
in the STM as the increment in the coverage of Rhlow1 adatoms, and the decrement in the
coverage of Rhreg1 adatoms, i.e., the transformation of Rh
reg
1 into Rh
low
1 adatoms after the
adsorption of OwH on Rh
reg
1 . From this it is clear, that so called Rh
low
1 adatoms probably
are Rh1–OwH hydroxyls.
There is another experiment that conﬁrms the hypothesis of Rhlow1 adatoms being
Rh1–OwH hydroxyls. In section 4.1 (see Fig. 4.3) we showed the possibility of the trans-
formation of Rhlow1 back into the Rh
reg
1 adatoms upon scanning at high bias voltage.
Because there are many studies about the desorption of adsorbed gas molecules induced
by scanning at high bias voltages [76,77], the transformation observed in this experiment
could be the desorption of a molecule from the Rh adatom. From the STM measure-
ments upon the exposure of studied model catalyst to water we think that this molecule
probably is OwH hydroxyl.
There are several Rhoct(S-2) species (see Fig. 4.9) on the surface in Fig. 4.10(b). Their
apparent morphology is similar to the appearance of two OsH next to each other, which
makes the calculation of the coverage of surface hydroxyls quite challenging. Fortunately,
using STM movies we were able to distinguish between these two species thanks to the
fact, that OsH hop over the surface at room temperature while Rhoct(S-2) species are
immobile.
Figure 4.10: Water splitting at the Rh/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst. (a) The initial state of
Rh/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst. The coverages of OsH and Rh1–OwH (Rhlow1 ) are 0.075ML
and 0.0153ML, respectively. (b) The system after dosing 1 L of water. The coverages of
OsH and Rh1–OwH (Rhlow1 ) increased to 0.164ML and 0.038ML, respectively.
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It is well known that Fe3O4(001) surface can split water at room temperature on its
own. However, the rate is much lower. The coverage of OsH hydroxyls changed from
0.064ML to 0.117ML after dosing 4.5 L of water on clean Fe3O4(001) surface (see Fig.
4.11). We got slightly higher coverage of OsH after the exposure to 4.5 times smaller
amount of water when the Rh was present on the surface. Therefore, our results show
that the Rh species present on Fe3O4(001) markedly assist in water dissociation.
Figure 4.11: (a) The STM image of a clean magnetite(001) surface. Two surface hydroxyls
OsH are highlighted by yellow half circles. Their coverage is 0.064ML. (b) The STM image
of a magnetite(001) surface after dosing 4.5 L of water. The coverage of OsH increased to
0.117ML. Images are not acquired over the same sample area.
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4.3. CO adsorption
Rhosc2 dimers were found to be active in CO adsorption. The CO adsorption was already
observed while the sample was kept in a background pressure of 7×10−11mbar. At this
point, it was still unclear, if it really is CO or some other background gas. Therefore, we
acquired several STM movies while the background CO pressure was purposely raised to
2–5×10−10mbar. Every movie showed that Rh1 adatoms are inactive regarding CO and
no transformation of Rhreg1 into Rh
low
1 or Rh
low
1 into Rh
reg
1 adatoms was observed. In these
movies only Rhosc2 dimers could adsorb CO molecules. The Fig. 4.12 shows 2 consecutive
frames of a STM movie recorded in pCO=2×10−10mbar. In the center of Fig. 4.12(a) the
Rhosc2 dimer (red circle) is situated in a narrow site with an apparent height ∼160 pm, but
then in Fig. 4.12(b) is replaced by a bright fuzzy feature with apparent height ∼300 pm.
The dimer does not undergo typical oscillation after the CO molecule adsorption.
Figure 4.12: 2 consecutive frames of a STM movie recorded in pCO=2×10−10mbar. (a)
Rh2 dimer without adsorbed CO molecule. (b) Rhosc2 –CO carbonyl appears in STM as a
bright fuzzy protrusion.
DFT calculations would be necessary to ﬁnd out the structural model of a Rhosc2 –CO
carbonyl. The very interesting phenomenon is that Rhreg1 adatoms are inactive in CO
molecule adsorption. Nevertheless, we expect that for Rhosc2 we will ﬁnd out the d-band
center signiﬁcantly shifted to higher energy than for Rhreg1 adatoms. The reason for this
hypothesis is that theoretic calculations show that catalysts with more empty d states
interact stronger with CO [78].
The appearance of Rhosc2 –CO in STM is similar to that of Pd2–CO [52]. Therefore we
expect that the structural model will be based on a CO molecule oriented almost vertically
to the surface. The fuzzy appearance of Rhosc2 –CO carbonyl in STM images is because of
bending of CO molecule sticking from the surface by the STM tip while scanning.
However, Rhosc2 –CO and Pd2–CO carbonyls behave diﬀerently. Both structures are
immobile, but only Rhosc2 –CO is stable. It was observed that Pd1–CO carbonyl can
detach from a Pd2–CO complex and jump to another place leaving Pd1 adatom in the
former position. This behaviour is determined by the interplay between the strength of the
bonding of metal atoms forming a dimer to the substrate and between them and weakening
of these bonds upon the CO molecule adsorption. The stronger the bond between metal
atom and CO molecule is, the weaker the bond between metal atoms and their bonding
to the substrate becomes. This weakening can be estimated from the adsorption energy
of CO on Pd(111) and Rh(111). These energies are 1–1.2 eV on Pd(111) [79] and 1.65 eV
on Rh(111) [80] (for top site). The bond between Rh atoms should be more weakened
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than between Pd atoms (approximately by 0.5 eV). But we observed the opposite. This
is due to the very strong bond between the Rh atoms forming a dimer. This strength can
be estimated from cohesive energies. Cohesive energy of Pd is EPdcoh = 3.89 eV/atom, for
Rh it is ERhcoh = 5.75 eV/atom [81]. So clearly, Rh
osc
2 should be much more stable than Pd2
dimer.
The example of the STM movie acquired over the same sample area in the background
CO pressure pCO = 2×10−10mbar is shown in Fig. 4.13. After the dose of 1.25 L of CO
all Rhosc2 adsorbed CO molecule and formed Rh
osc
2 –CO carbonyls.
Figure 4.13: STM movie acquired in the background CO pressure pCO=2×10−10mbar.
(a) All Rh2 dimers in this sample area are marked by cyan circles. (b) Dimer in a red
circle moved (typical oscillation). (c) Adsorption of CO molecule on a Rh2 dimer (yellow
circle) and another dimer moved. (d) The same dimer moved. (e) That dimer moved
again and CO adsorbed on a diﬀerent one. (f) CO molecule was adsorbed on the last free
dimer in the scanned area.
Our model catalyst shows high reactivity in respect to water and CO adsorption.
This is a key prerequisite for the application of this system as a potential water gas shift
(WGS) catalyst. Water gas shift (see Eq. 4.1) is important reaction to produce hydrogen
for chemical processing and to remove CO contamination in feed streams for ammonia
synthesis and fuel cells [82].
CO(g) + H2O(g) −→ CO2(g) + H2(g) (4.1)
However, there are open issues that should be addressed before it will be possible
to use it in real systems. Most importantly it is necessary to increase the coverage of
active sites for CO adsorption. The Rhosc2 dimers are formed during deposition when Rh
atom lands on another one, therefore the deposition of higher amounts of Rh might be a
possible way. Unfortunately, this experiment was not carried out.
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4.4. Oxygen induced adatom sintering
Nowadays, it is well known that sintering (agglomeration of atoms into the clusters) is
primarily thermally driven, but the coarsening of catalytically active metal clusters can
also be accelerated by the presence of gases [83]. It was reported that Pd and Pt on
Fe3O4(001) sinter in the presence of CO [51, 52]. On the other hand, O2 adsorption
induces sintering of Rh on Fe3O4(001) (Fig. 4.14). Of course, this process is undesirable
in the study of the catalytic performance of single atom catalysts. Nevertheless, it is
very important to identify the key processes that underlie gas-induced mass transport at
surfaces.
Figure 4.14: Interaction of Rh/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst with O2. (a) Initial state of
a Rh/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst. The Rhosc2 dimers are highlighted by green circles (b)
Partially (adatoms are still present) sintered Rh after dosing 1.125 L of O2 on the sample.
Not all clusters consisting of the same amount of atoms look the same. Clusters consisting
of one Rh1–OwH (Rhlow1 ) are highlighted by cyan colour and the white ones are formed
only by regular Rh adatoms. Both images were acquired by STM at room temperature
over the same surface area.
In comparison with CO adsorption, no change is observed in the apparent height upon
O2 adsorption only the transport of metal adatoms at the surface. The atomically resolved
STM movies allowed us to follow the evolution from well-dispersed Rh adatoms into
clusters step-by-step. Only Rhreg1 adatoms were moving over the surface in these movies.
All other Rh species, i.e., Rh1–OwH (or Rhlow1 ), Rh
osc
2 , and clusters, were immobile, except
for the oscillation of Rhosc2 dimers. This means that sintering mechanism is based only
on a movement of Rhreg1 adatoms. Each cluster was formed when one or more Rh
reg
1
jumped on another adatom. Obviously, Rh1–OwH is immobile, because it cannot adsorb
O2 molecule when there is already adsorbed hydroxyl OwH. The reason why clusters are
immobile is unclear. There are two possibilities. First, the O2 molecule is desorbed after
the cluster formation, so the bonding to the substrate is strengthened. Second, the O2
stays adsorbed on a cluster, but the bonding to the substrate is not weakened enough
for the whole cluster to diﬀuse over the surface. All clusters are situated in a narrow
site, because in every cluster formation event one or more Rhreg1 jumped on another Rh
adatom situated in a narrow site and they are immobile. Therefore, only small clusters
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can be formed if the adatom coverage is low enough as Rhreg1 adatom can jump maximally
∼ 4 nm.
The formation of Rh2 dimer consisting of two Rh
reg
1 adatoms by sintering is shown in
Fig. 4.15(a). These dimers appear diﬀerently from Rhosc2 dimers in STM (see Fig. 4.15(b))
and do not exhibit oscillation. Interestingly, the cluster formation was never recorded by
an STM movie. In most cases, the Rhreg1 adatoms were separated by some distance in one
frame and in the next (time diﬀerence of roughly 4min) the cluster was already formed.
This could be the eﬀect of STM tip that prevents the movement of Rhreg1 with adsorbed
O2 molecule or the tip even prevents the adsorption of O2 molecule itself. In all movies
we were able to capture the movement of Rhreg1 adatoms over the surface only twice (see
Fig. 4.15(c)).
Figure 4.15: Oxygen adsorption induced sintering of Rh species on Fe3O4(001) surface.
(a) The formation of Rh2 dimer consisting of two Rh
reg
1 adatoms. (b) The detail on Rh
osc
2
dimer. (c) The hopping of a Rhreg1 adatom upon adsorption O2.
The adsorption of O2 molecule on single metal atoms supported by metal oxides was
theoretically studied very thoroughly in recent years [78, 84–86]. In these studies it was
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found out that O2 molecule is preferably adsorbed on a surface oxygen vacancy in the
vicinity of metal atom supported by reducible iron oxide (FeOx). The adsorption energy on
oxygen defective Rh1/FeOx is 1.82 eV. For oxygen adsorption on vacancy-free Rh1/FeOx is
in the best conﬁguration O2 molecule parallel to the substrate with the adsorption energy
0.79 eV [78]. This makes Rh the most reactive metal (among the investigated ones) in
oxygen adsorption. Therefore, the weakening of the bond of Rhreg1 adatom to the subtrate
is very strong which results in sintering of Rh adatoms.
We tried to use the sintering of Rh adatoms in oxygen atmosphere to increase the
coverage of active sites for CO adsorption, i.e., Rh2 dimers and consecutively, use this
system for water gas shift reaction (see Eq. 4.1). Unfortunately, dimers formed by
sintering are unreactive in CO adsorption, therefore not usable in water gas shift catalysis.
However, we have a system strongly interacting with O2 molecules and also active
in CO adsorption. Therefore, we investigated its potential in the catalytic oxidation of
carbon monoxide (see Eq. 4.2). This reaction has application in CO removal from car
exhausts [87] and has become a classical textbook example of heterogeneous catalysis.
This reaction is well studied because of its simplicity.
2CO(g) + O2(g) −→ 2CO2(g) (4.2)
In [78] the existence of OOCO* intermediate was proposed (see Fig. 4.16), when
both CO and O2 are adsorbed on a metal atom. We tried few experiments, when we
ﬁrstly adsorbed CO on Rhosc2 dimers and then dosed O2 on the surface. This intermediate
was not observed, just few adsorbed CO molecules disappeared. This might mean that
O2 molecule interacted with CO and CO2 molecule was formed. These experiments are
unconvincing because desorption of CO molecules could be caused by the inﬂuence of the
scanning tip and moreover, desorption of CO was observed in some cases even without
dosing O2. Furthermore, we would need a lot more Rhosc2 –CO carbonyls to prove this
statistically.
Figure 4.16: OOCO* intermediate in Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism of CO oxidation
on vacancy free Rh1/FeOx which is formed after the O2 and CO coadsorption. The picture
was taken from [78].
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4.5. NO adsorption induced diﬀusion
Our experiments conﬁrmed that Rh/Fe3O4(001) is very active in NO adsorption. The
apparent morphology of Rhreg1 adatoms and Rh
osc
2 dimers changes upon adsorption of NO
molecule (see Fig. 4.17).
Figure 4.17: STM images of: (a) Rhreg1 adatom, (b) NO molecule adsorbed on Rh
reg
1
adatom, (c) Rhosc2 dimer and (d) NO molecule adsorbed on a dimer. Images are not
acquired over the same surface area.
Rhreg1 adatoms have apparent height ∼150 pm. After the NO adsorption, the apparent
height is ∼250 pm. The apparent height of Rhosc2 dimers is ∼155 pm. After NO adsorption
it is increased to ∼260 pm, which is by 40 pm less, then for Rh carbonyl species. The
proﬁle of a Rhosc2 –NO nitrosyl is similar to the proﬁle of Rh
osc
2 dimer without adsorbed
NO molecule (see Fig. 4.5). The part of a dimer situated in a narrow site is still lower than
the another, only the diﬀerence is more signiﬁcant (∼8 pm). In [88] the structural model of
NO adsorbed on Co1 adatom anchored on graphene was determined by DFT calculations.
NO molecule binds to Co adatoms by N atom and the whole molecule is nearly vertical
to the support surface. We can expect the structural model for NO adsorbed on Rh1
adatoms supported by magnetite(001) will be similar. In contrast to Pd1–CO and Rhosc2 –
CO carbonyls, we did not observe any scratchiness indicating the interaction of molecule
sticking perpendicularly from the surface with the STM tip.
In contrast to previous studied gases (CO and O2), NO molecules can not go under the
tip. Therefore, we were unable to record STM movies capturing the adsorption process.
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Firstly, we dosed 0.85 L of NO on Rh/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst and then acquired STM
movie. In Fig. 4.18 is shown ﬁrst and last image of a 2 hours long STM movie acquired
over the same sample area. This dose was suﬃcient enough for all Rhreg1 adatoms and Rh
osc
2
dimers to adsorb NO molecule. The species that were observed on the surface without
adsorbed NO molecule are Rhlow1 adatoms (see Fig. 4.18(a), red circles). This is in a
good agreement with our hypothesis that these species actually are Rhreg1 –OwH hydroxyls,
therefore they can not adsorb NO molecules. From the nature of this experiment it is
unclear whether some Rhlow1 adatoms adsorbed NO or not, because we could not scan the
same sample area before and after NO dosing.
The STM movie showed that upon NO adsorption Rh1–NO nitrosyls become mobile
and diﬀuse over the surface but almost without sintering. The coverage of Rhreg1 –NO
nitrosyls in Fig. 4.18(a) is 0.106ML, but after two hours their coverage decreased to
0.064ML.
Figure 4.18: First (a) and last (b) images from a STM movie recorded after NO adsorption
on Rh species. Images were acquired over the same surface area. In (a) green circles
highlight dimers with adsorbed NO molecules and red ones Rhlow1 adatoms, i.e., Rh
reg
1 –
OwH. The green dashed circles in (b) highlight dimers formed by sintering.
The Fig. 4.19 shows all events observed in a STM movie after NO adsorption on Rh
species. In the ﬁrst 4 images (a-d) of Fig. 4.19 are shown the possible ways of diﬀusion
over the surface. The mobile species are Rhreg1 –NO nitrosyls. The movement of a dimer
was seen only once and tetramers are completely immobile. In average, 11% of Rhreg1 –NO
nitrosyls move in each frame of a STM movie and 12% of these movements lead to the
cluster formation. The most common movement is a jump by one surface unit cell (on
a narrow site) in a row direction (Fig. 4.19(a)), but Rhreg1 –NO can also move by two
unit cells in row direction (Fig. 4.19(b)). Less common is the jump between the rows
on a neighbour narrow site (Fig. 4.19(c)) and the jump over the dimer is very scarce
(Fig. 4.19(d)). Note that in this case, it is possible that the Rhreg1 –NO nitrosyl jumped
on a Rh2–NO dimer, formed a trimer, which split again into a dimer and one Rh
reg
1 –NO
nitrosyl on the other side of a dimer.
In Fig. 4.19(e) a Rh2–NO dimer is formed when two Rh
reg
1 –NO meet. Usually one
Rhreg1 –NO jumps on another one, but sometimes two Rh
reg
1 –NO can jump on the same
place, where the cluster is formed. Fig. 4.19(f) shows the formation of an unstable trimer.
All trimers that were formed, split back into the Rhreg1 –NO nitrosyl and a Rh2–NO dimer
in the next image (see Fig. 4.19(h)), the same trimer). In Fig. 4.19(h) a tetramer
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was formed, when two Rhreg1 –NO jumped on a Rh2–NO dimer. In contrast to trimers,
tetramers are stable.
Figure 4.19: Events observed in a STM movie after dosing 0.85 L of NO on Rh/Fe3O4(001)
model catalyst. (a) Rhreg1 moves by one surface unit cell in a row direction, (B) Rh
reg
1 –
NO moves by 2 surface unit cells in a row direction, (c) Rhreg1 –NO jumps between the
rows, (d) Rhreg1 –NO jumps over Rh2–NO, (e) Rh2–NO dimer formation, (f) Rh3–NO trimer
formation, (g) Rh4–NO tetramer formation, (h) Splitting of a Rh3–NO trimer.
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5. Ir/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst
This chapter is dedicated to the second studied model catalyst: Ir/Fe3O4(001). The
performance of this catalyst was studied in the same way as Rh/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst
in the previous chapter. Rhodium and iridium are both metals from the same column
in the periodic table of elements. Therefore, we could expect that their behaviour in the
interaction with gases will be similar. Our experiments proved this, but the interaction of
Ir/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst with gas molecules is weaker than in case of Rh/Fe3O4(001).
The presence of Ir species on the surface was conﬁrmed by XPS. The measured Ir 4f peak
is shown in Fig. 5.1. The peak Ir 4f7/2 has approximately the same position as the peak
for metallic iridium (60.9 eV – red vertical line in XPS spectrum).
Figure 5.1: The Ir 4f peak of Ir1/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst.
We found out that magnetite(001) surface can accommodate Ir1 adatoms (see Fig.
5.2(a), green circle) and Ir2 dimers (Fig. 5.2(a), cyan circle). Ir2 dimers are diﬀerent from
Rhosc2 dimers. Ir2 dimers are immobile and they do not show any oscillations. They are
not symmetric, one part of a dimer is higher by ∼40 pm than the other. The proposed
model of Ir2 (not based on DFT calculations, just illustrative one) is shown in Fig. 5.2(b).
There is one additional structure on the surface observed after deposition of Ir at room
temperature. This structure looks like an adatom but is scratchy (Fig. 5.2(a) red circle).
Similarly to the Rh, this might be Ir1 adatom that adsorbed some gas molecule from
the background. Unfortunately, we were unable to ﬁnd the identity of this gas. After
deposition of calibrated 0.3ML of Ir, the coverage for adatoms was 0.193ML, for dimers
0.084ML and for scratchy structures only 0.006ML. Total coverage is then 0.283ML,
which is almost what it should be. Hence, we conclude that Ir atoms do not incorporate
in the magnetite surface so easily as Rh atoms. There could be more reasons, but the
most probable one is that Ir atoms are simply bigger than Rh atoms.
Ir on magnetite(001) is stable up to 300 ➦C. The majority of adatoms is incorporated
into the surface after heating. Initially, the adatom coverage was 0.09ML, but after
heating it decreased to 0.005ML. The STM image of Ir/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst after
heating to 300 ➦C is shown in Fig. 5.3. This image captures all structures present on the
surface after heating, except for very scarce clusters. The Ir adatom that stayed on the
surface is highlighted by a yellow circle. The incorporation of Ir is based on the same
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Figure 5.2: (a) STM image of Ir species on Fe3O4(001) surface. The Ir1 adatom is high-
lighted by a green circle, the Ir2 dimer is in a cyan circle and the scratchy structure is in
a red circle. (b) Proposed structural model of a Ir2 dimer. Ir atoms are silver. The yellow
cross marks the narrow site (usual adsorption site).
fundamental principles as incorporation of Rh. 2 conﬁgurations were also observed for Ir.
Firstly, Ir is incorporated in Iroct(S) conﬁguration (see Fig. 5.3, green circle) and secondly
in Iroct(S-2) conﬁguration (Fig. 5.3, red circle). These conﬁgurations are described in
section 4.1. No dimers were observed in STM images after heating. It is possible that
the resolution was not good enough and we mistook them for clusters or they split upon
heating. It appears that Iroct(S) conﬁguration is more favourable than Iroct(S-2), because
their coverages are 0.05ML and 0.02ML, respectively. On the other hand, Rh favoured
more the Rhoct(S-2) conﬁguration.
Figure 5.3: The STM image of Ir on magnetite(001) heated to 300 ➦C. The Ir adatoms
are incorporated in a surface in two conﬁgurations: Iroct(S) – green circle and Iroct(S-2) –
red circle. Few adatoms stayed on the surface – yellow circle.
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Ir1/Fe3O4 is a very stable system. In STM movie acquired in UHV no changes were
observe, just each frame looked the same as the previous one. Moreover, this system
interacts with gas molecules very weakly. The adsorption of CO was not observed. Ir
sinters in O2 atmosphere like Rh, but this eﬀect is much weaker. Fig. 5.4(a) shows the
initial state of the surface (adatom coverage is 0.137ML) and in Fig. 5.4(b) is the STM
image of this surface after dosing 20 L of O2 (not the same surface area). Clearly, there is
still plenty of Ir1 adatoms. Their coverage decreased only to 0.083ML. We did not record
the STM movie, because it would take many hours to see any sintering at the pressures
we can use in the chamber. Ir1 adatoms can adsorb NO molecules. They look in STM
similarly to Rh–NO nitrosyls, but Ir–NO nitrosyls have lower apparent height ∼210 pm.
The diﬀusion rate of Ir1–NO nitrosyls is very low. Dimers were not observed in STM
images after dosing NO. They might split after the NO adsorption like Rh3–NO trimers.
Figure 5.4: (a) The initial state of Ir/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst. (b) The STM image
after dosing 20 L of O2 on this system. Images are not acquired over the same sample
area.
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6. Cu/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst
The last studied metal deposited on magnetite(001) surface is copper. Similarly to
other metals, copper also is in an adatom phase. But in comparison with other metals,
copper adatoms are situated in two sites and we did not observe any dimers. Firstly, there
are regular Cureg1 adatoms situated in a narrow site (see Fig. 6.1(a),(b) – cyan circle).
Secondly, we observed protrusions in wide sites (see Fig. 6.1(a),(b) – red circle). These
protrusions have triangular shape, therefore in the following text we will refer to them as
Cutriang1 . In STM movies we observed that these triangular protrusions hop around the
wide site (see Fig. 6.2 – cyan rectangle). No DFT calculations were done, so we can only
propose the structural model. The ﬁrst possibility is that Cu atom sits above the Feint
atom closer to one oxygen atom and then hops over the Feint atom to the other side. The
second possibility is that Cu atom is incorporated in the ﬁrst subsurface layer instead
of a Feint atom, while Feint moved to subsurface cation vacancy. Then hopping observed
in STM movie could be due to the hopping of Feint atom between the cation vacancies
underneath the wide site. When we deposited calibrated 0.2ML of Cu, the calculated
coverages from STM images were 0.21ML and 0.07ML for Cureg1 and Cu
triang
1 adatoms,
respectively. For deposition of calibrated 0.6ML of Cu, it was 0.4ML and 0.2ML for for
Cureg1 and Cu
triang
1 , respectively. At low coverages the Cu atoms prefer regular narrow site
for the adsorption, but for higher coverages, the amount of Cutriang1 radically grows.
Figure 6.1: STM images of Cu/Fe3O4. In both the Cu
reg
1 is highlighted by cyan circle and
Cutriang1 by red circle. (a) Our best resolved STM image of Cu. (b) Regular STM image
of Cu.
Figure 6.2: Hopping of Cutriang1 - cyan rectangle.
Copper is extraordinarily thermally stable. The incorporation of Cu1 adatoms starts
at the temperature 450 ➦C. At this temperature, copper atoms prefer to be incorporated
in Cuoct(S) conﬁguration (see Fig. 6.3(b)). The adatom coverage changed from initial
0.15ML to 0.06ML. The coverage of Cuoct(S) structures (bright atoms in Feoct rows) was
0.08ML after heating to 450 ➦C and the coverage of Cuoct(S-2) structures was 0.03ML.
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After heating to 550 ➦C (Fig. 6.3(c)) the adatom coverage decreased to 0.02ML. Cuoct(S)
structures almost completely disappeared and the surface became full of Cuoct(S-2) struc-
tures. These results indicate that the Cuoct(S-2) conﬁguration is more favourable like it
was for Rh.
Figure 6.3: (a)Initial state of Cu/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst. (b) The STM image of this
system after heating to 450 ➦C. (c) The STM after additional heating to 550 ➦C.
We showed the outstanding thermal stability of copper adatoms on magnetite(001).
But, there is another extraordinary thing about copper. Thanks to those two adsorption
sites for copper atoms and the subsurface vacancies, we can deposit massive amount of
copper on our sample and there still will be adatoms on the surface. Fig. 6.4(a) shows the
STM image of 1ML Cu deposited on Fe3O4(001) surface at room temperature. And we
still can go higher with the coverage. In Fig. 6.4(b) is shown the STM image of 2.5ML
of Cu on magnetite(001).
Figure 6.4: (a)The STM image of 1.0ML of Cu deposited on magnetite(001) at room
temperature. (b) The STM image of 2.5ML of Cu deposited on magnetite(001) at room
temperature.
In [51] it was reported that Pt/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst shows promising results
in CO and H2 oxidation, but Pt adatoms sinter in CO atmosphere. Here, we tried to
exploit highly saturated Cu adatom phase to trap the Pt1–CO carbonyls. We know that
Pt1 adatom becomes mobile after Pt1–CO carbonyl formation and forms clusters with
other Pt1 adatoms. This experiment is based on a simple thought, that when we ﬁll all
adsorption sites with Cu atoms, Pt1–CO carbonyls will be unable to move freely over
the surface. Therefore we deposited 0.1ML of Pt and on top of that 1.5ML of Cu. We
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started recording the STM movie in a CO background pressure pCO=8×10−10mbar. We
were successful only partialy in trapping Pt1–CO carbonyls. They are able to jump on Cu
adatoms, but still the sintering rate was remarkably decreased. In Fig. 6.5(a) is shown
the ﬁrst image of the STM movie. Pt adatoms (Fig. 6.5(a) – cyan circles) are easily
distinguished from Cu1 adatoms, because they are much brighter. Fig. 6.5(b) shows
the last image of the STM movie. This movie is so long that at this CO pressure the
Pt1 should be at normal conditions already sintered. But we still have many Pt1–CO
carbonyls (red circles) on the surface. This was our ﬁrst attempt to design the single
atom catalyst, where we combined the behaviour of two diﬀerent metals. Our studies so
far show that there is no metal which is perfect in every aspect, but we can combine their
properties to design the excellent single atom catalyst.
Figure 6.5: (a)The STM image (ﬁrst image of a movie) of 0.1ML of Pt and 1.5ML
of Cu deposited on magnetite(001) at room temperature. Pt1 adatoms are brighter
and few of them is highlighted by a cyan circle (b) The STM image (last image of a
movie) acquired over the same sample area while we kept the background pressure of CO
pCO=8×10−10mbar. Several Pt1–CO carbonyls are highlighted by a red circle.
Unfortunately, copper does not adsorb any of the gases we tried (CO, O2, NO and
water). The heating experiments when we heated the Cu1/Fe3O4(001) in these gases to
300 ➦C also showed no interaction.
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7. Fe/TPA/Ag(111) model catalyst
This chapter is dedicated to the Fe/TPA/Ag(111) model catalyst prepared by molec-
ular self-assembly. The ﬁrst task was to synthesize a stable surface-conﬁned structure
consisting of single transition metal ions accessible for catalytic reactions. To achieve this
we used terephthalic acid (TPA) (see Fig. 3.8) as a ligand in supramolecular network.
Iron was used as coordinating atoms since it forms a stable iron dimer coordination motif
carboxylate ligand (see Fig. 3.7 – red rectangle). Here, we present our experimental
results.
7.1. Experimental details
These experiments were carried out in a brand new UHV complex system consisting
of several chambers linked together via a single transfer line. In particular, we used
4 chambers, i.e., preparation chamber, deposition chamber, photoelectron spectroscopy
chamber (PES) and scanning probe microscopy chamber (SPM) with base pressure under
5×10−10mbar (for SPM chamber it was 2×10−10mbar).
The preparation chamber was used solely to clean the single crystals (Ag(111), Ag(100)
and Au(111)). The cleaning process consisted of cycles of sputtering with Ar+ ions
(pAr = 8×10−6mbar, high voltage = 3 kV, emission current = 10mA , t = 20min) fol-
lowed by annealing with electron beam heating (for Ag crystals: T = 550K, t = 10min
and for Au crystal: T = 650K, t = 10min). To clean the crystal we usually used 1 or 2
cycles, which was always enough to get a well deﬁned clean surface.
Building blocks for metal-ligand coordination network were deposited on a freshly
cleaned surface at 350K using Near Ambient Temperature Eﬀusion Cell NATC-40-10-HT-
SHP (TPA) and Omicron single pocket electron beam evaporator (Fe) in the deposition
chamber. Both evaporators were cooled with water to keep the pressure in the chamber
under 5×109mbar. Unfortunately, a quartz crystal microbalance could not be used for the
calibration of the deposition rate of TPA. The QCMmeasured that material was deposited
on it, but we could not determine the amount due to the complexity of TPA molecule.
For this should be used specialized thicknessmeter. Therefore, we could estimate the
deposition rate only from STM measurements.
The analysis of the prepared samples was done in PES and SPM chambers. The
analysis of freshly cleaned surface and the sample with deposited material was done by
XPS and STM measurements. The PES chamber was equipped with XR50 X-ray source
and PHOIBOS 100/150 hemispherical analyser from SPECS. The STM measurements
were performed using SPM 150 Aarhus from SPECS at room temperature.
Firstly, it was necessary to test new equipment. The sputtering source and electron
beam heater worked without any problems from the start. Complications occurred while
using the NATC eﬀusion cell. The water cooling system broke several times, which cost
us a vast amount of experimental time. The XPS and STM worked quite well, but even
though we achieved the atomic resolution in STM quite easily, there was still present noise
in images due to insuﬃcient damping. This is the why the STM images presented in this
chapter do not have such a good image quality as was in the previous chapters.
The STM was tested on Au(111) single crystal because of its well known herringbone
surface reconstruction [89]. The STM image of clean Au(111) surface is shown in Fig.
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7.1. Obviously, the noise lowers the image quality. Unfortunately, we were able to get rid
of the noise only several times.
Figure 7.1: Atomic resolution STM image of the clean Au(111) surface.
7.2. Terephthalic acid self-assembly on Ag(111)
A common motif in organization of benzoic acids is hydrogen bonding of the self-complementary
carboxyl groups [90]. In general, both ﬂat-lying and upright-standing adsorption geome-
tries are possible depending on the particular molecule used, substrate symmetry, molec-
ular coverage and temperature. The observed conﬁgurations reﬂect deprotonation of the
carboxyl groups, diﬀerent carboxylate coupling schemes to the substrate and molecular
interweaving hydrogen bonding.
The topology observed when TPA molecules were adsorbed on Ag(111) single crystal
at 350K is shown in Fig. 7.2(a). The molecules form regular domains (∼ 50 nm) extended
over entire terraces with almost perfect long-range ordering. The structure is built up
from a square-shaped unit cell. The model of this structure is depicted in Fig. 7.2(b).
Both carboxyl groups of TPA are deprotonated. The arrangement of molecules suggests
hydrogen bonds between carboxylate oxygen and aromatic ring hydrogen. Every molecule
is engaged in eight hydrogen bonds of the same type to its neighbours. Very similar
adsorption geometry in this temperature range was also observed for Cu(100) substrate
[91].
Afterwards, we proceeded with the calibration of the deposition rate. We tried many
evaporation temperatures inside eﬀusion and deposition times, but STM images always
showed that the whole surface is covered with TPA. To determine the amount of deposited
material by STM we needed the coverage under full monolayer. Unfortunately, due to
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the time-consuming technique of determination of deposited amount and many technical
problems we were unable to proceed with experimental study.
Figure 7.2: (a) The STM image of TPA deposited at 350K on Ag(111). (b) Structural
model of this adsorption geometry.
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The aim of presented work was to experimentally study the interaction of gas molecules
with single metal atoms by STM. The thesis starts with the brief introduction into the
scanning tunneling microscopy. The reader is acquainted with the instrumentation and
basic principles of this technique.
Afterwards, two approaches for preparation of stable surface-conﬁned structures con-
sisting of single transition metal atoms accessible for catalytic reactions are described.
The ﬁrst one is based on direct adsorption of metal atoms on a support strongly binding
these atoms, thus preventing them from agglomeration into clusters. For this purpose,
Fe3O4(001) single crystal was used. The
√
2 × √2)R45➦ surface reconstruction makes this
support a perfect adsorption template for preparation of desired structures. The struc-
tural model explaining this phenomenon was presented. The second approach is based
on self-assembly of metal atoms and organic molecules on metal surfaces. The reader is
introduced to the ﬁeld of molecular self-assembly from the basics to more complex topics
focused mainly on metal-ligand coordination networks.
The experimental part begins with the description of Rh/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst.
It is mainly focused on real-time behaviour and thermal stability of Rh species. The
STM measurements revealed the presence of three rhodium species on the surface. First
ones are regular Rhreg1 adatoms, which are under UHV conditions stable. These adatoms
can dissociate water molecules present in the chamber and form Rh1–OwH hydroxyls.
They have diﬀerent apparent morphology from Rhreg1 adatoms, thus we are able to easily
distinguish between these two rhodium species in STM images. We showed the desorption
of OwH hydroxyl group from Rh adatom induced by scanning at high bias voltages. Lastly,
when two Rh atoms adsorb at the same place during deposition, the Rhosc2 dimer is formed.
These dimers undergo oscillation around the adsorption site in Feoct row direction. We
found out that upon annealing to 250 ➦C, the rhodium atoms are incorporated into the
surface in two conﬁgurations, i.e., Rhoct(S) and Rhoct(S-2).
It is well known that magnetite(001) surface can split water molecules at room tem-
perature. Our experiments showed that Rh species present on the surface markedly assist
in water dissociation. Rhosc2 dimers can adsorb CO molecules. These two facts are key
prerequisites for application of Rh/Fe3O4(001) model catalyst as a potential water gas
shift catalyst. Nevertheless, there are open issues which should be addressed before it
will possible to use it in real systems. Major issue is insuﬃcient amount of active sites
for CO adsorption. Our experiments showed that Rh adatoms agglomerate into clusters
upon exposure to O2 atmosphere. Unfortunately, Rh2 dimers formed by sintering are not
active in CO molecule adsorption. Lastly, this system showed very high activity in NO
molecule adsorption.
The second studied model catalyst (Ir/Fe3O4(001)) showed very similar behaviour.
Iridium atoms also exist in adatom phase as well as dimers upon deposition on mag-
netite(001) surface. This system is active in NO adsorption and sinters in O2 atmosphere.
But on the other hand, it does not interact with CO and no change in rate of water
splitting was observed with Ir species present on the surface. In general, its interaction
with studied gases is considerably weaker.
The last studied model catalyst prepared by direct deposition of metal atoms on
strongly binding substrate was Cu/Fe3O4(001). Copper atoms adsorb on magnetite(001)
surface in two conﬁgurations and moreover are very stable. This fact allowed us to prepare
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highly saturated Cu adatom phase. We tried to utilize high stability a inreactivity of Cu
adatoms in our ﬁrst attempt to design the model catalyst with desired properties. We
were only partially successful.
Unfortunately, we were unable to prepare and study the system based on metal-ligand
coordination networks. At least, we showed the deprotonation of TPA upon deposition
on Ag(111) single crystal at 350K. But we were able to test the new equipment and start
with the experimental work, which will be continued in the future. This project has a
good potential to achieve great results in the ﬁeld of molecular self-assembly and single
atom catalysis.
To conclude, STM proved to be eﬀective technique in unravelling several mechanisms
of interaction of gas molecules with single metal atoms. Moreover, we presented several
results that have the possibility for application in single atom catalysis.
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